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Bakester
"Possibly the Best Pizzas in Bengaluru"
Bakester in Defence Colony is a vibrant spot to relish crusty pizzas at
Indian standards. The place is made famous for Indianized spin-offs of
those hearty Hawaiin, Margherita and California-style pizzas. Along with
pizzas, Bakester also serves up piquant items like Kadhai Paneer, butter
chicken, and Chilly Paneer, among other appetizing eats.
by marcosgarzo

+91 80 4131 2123

50 100 Feet Road, Zatakia Centre, Defence Colony,
Bengaluru

Onesta
"Cozy Pizzeria"

by PublicDomainPictures

Located in the Koramangala neighborhood, Onestà serves excellent
gourmet pizzas in creative varieties. Explore terrific flavors with pies such
as Mayo Tuna, Wasabi Mayo Chicken, Bacon & Prawns, and Pear &
Mascarpone. Be sure to leave some space for dessert. The Lime &
Coconut Choux or the Chili Chocolate Tart is just what you need to
bookend a good pizza experience. Onesta's decor is simple, yet cozy, with
a patio that is illuminated with string lights, come evening.

+91 80 6900 0302

onestalove.com/

562 8th Main Road, 4th Block,
Koramangala, Next to Exide Battery
Showroom, Bengaluru

Vinny's
"Easy-on-the-pocket Pizzas"

by Katrin Morenz

Occupying a small space at the city's busy Banashankari Stage II, Vinny's
is a local favorite for easy-on-the-pocket pizzas and other savory bites.
The European-inspired pizza place boasts of a well-done alfresco dining
area and a chirpy ambiance. Vinny's offers an exciting menu of flavorful
thin-crust pizzas, noodles, french fries and Chinese staples. Diners can
also choose to relish pizzas by the slice that come with an array of zesty
toppings and other accompaniments.

+91 80 2671 6795

2467 24th Cross Road, Banashankari Stage II,
Banashankari, Bengaluru

Intalia
"Gourmet Pizzas and More"

by Alpha

+91 7812999900

Intalia occupies the city's busy Meenakshi Mall and sees a robust crowd of
shoppers, locals and tourists alike. Counted as one of the most pocketfriendly gourmet pizza spots of the city, it serves up those aromatic and
flavorsome thin-crust pizzas, along with other Italian staples. The striking
red walls and no-frills dining booths create a laid-back, family-friendly
ambiance to relish those ambrosial pies with succulent toppings,
calzones, pasta and piquant sides.
intalia.pizza@gmail.com

Bannerghatta Main Road,

www.pizzaintalia.com/

3rd Floor, Royal Meenakshi
Mall, Bengaluru

Oliver's Ristorante
"Elegant Italian Outpost"

by Riedelmeier

+91 80 6999 6767

Whitefield's Oliver's Ristorante welcomes diners to relish authentic Italianstyle thin crust pizzas and other continental offerings in a charming
setting. The Italian outpost draws influences from Europe's various street
art parades, Alan Moore and Charles Dickens to create a homey yet an
inviting space in the heart of the city. Wood-fired kilns churn out those
smokey flavorsome pizzas, while its fully stocked up bar serves up an
array of fine wines and premium libations.
www.olivers.in/

venky@olivers.in

2 ITPL Main Road, Opposite
Shell Petrol Bunk,
Seetharampalya, Bengaluru
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